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“The Internet of Things has the potential to have a greater impact on society than the first digital 

revolution.

“There are more connected objects than people on the planet. The networks and data that flow 

from them will support an extraordinary range of applications and economic opportunities.” 

Sir Mark Walpot, UK government chief scientific adviser



Souls are mixed with things, things with souls. Lives are mingled together, and this is how, among 

persons and things so intermingled, each emerges from their own sphere and mixes together

Marcel Mauss, Anthropologist



In 1990…

It all beings at the San Jose International Conference Center, 
when John Romkey and Simon Hackett connected a toaster 
to the internet

BEGINNINGS



Explore what the Journalism of Things is and could be… 

Think about Journalism of Things and sensing in a broad way… 

Offer an overview of past projects and key learnings 

Think about users | audiences | listeners | communities | citizens  



A taxonomy of Things



A taxonomy of Things: ambient communication



A taxonomy of Things: digital into physical



A taxonomy of Things: smart assistants

ECHO: 
Over 100 million units sold
Market penetration hitting 26%



A taxonomy of Things: sensing





A taxonomy of Things: 

analogue into digital

smart and playable cities
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A taxonomy of Things: wearables and the internet of human things

http://www.shutterstock.com/gallery-1816916p1.html
http://www.shutterstock.com/


IOT PROJECTS: A RETROSPECTIVE



bespoke



Process: insight journalism







Glass Journalism

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pucrs.br%2Fwp-content%2Fthemes%2Fpucrs-responsivo%2Fhotsites%2Ftecnopuc-experience%2Fimg%2Flogo_pucrs.png&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pucrs.br%2Ftecnopucexperience%2F&docid=1KsphfDMxtPKMM&tbnid=EuTV8tQzv7ytmM%3A&vet=10ahUKEwiTyKm3jbLlAhUEjqQKHcP9Cw4QMwhHKAQwBA..i&w=537&h=318&bih=710&biw=1431&q=ubilab%20logo%20pucrs&ved=0ahUKEwiTyKm3jbLlAhUEjqQKHcP9Cw4QMwhHKAQwBA&iact=mrc&uact=8




Connected drones



#newsthings

aerosee



aerosee







DRONEHACK





IDEAS

Air quality – data fusion

Personal pollution monitor

Drone my Day

Forest Fire monitor 

Bat detecting

Demonstration monitoring



EKKO







Airbeam and UKKO



Rare Occurrence





NewThings











A Content Management System for the 
Internet of Things 

Data



THE FUTURE



BUT SOMETIMES, THE FUTURE IS NOW



SUPER NORMAL 

Naoto Fukasawa and Jasper Morrison 

I started to notice that successful objects, 
that is, objects which are good to live with, 
seemed to share certain characteristics. 
They were never the result of aesthetic 
decisions alone, nor were they purely 
functional. 

They always balanced these two extremes 
with the additional consideration of the 
appropriateness of materials and their 
combination, of the human experience of 
using and living with the object, of the 
objects effect on its surroundings and of the 
communication of its purpose.

Jasper Morrison

And finally… 
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